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In a time of great change and uncertainty,
SMES remain crucial to rebuilding the South
African economy.
Over the last quarter, Black Umbrellas has continued
to partner with organisations and individuals to create
an entrepreneurial culture that contributes to the
sustainability of SMEs. With the launch of our Virtual
Incubator, we have been able to provide training,
mentorship and business coaching to black-owned
businesses that create jobs and grow the economy.
For many businesses, operating during a pandemic
has required a shift in thinking, doing and growing. In
the same way, we have adapted to consider ways in
which we can deliver the same impact in a world that
looks much different than it did a year or two ago.
With this in mind, the Virtual Incubator allows Black
Umbrellas entrepreneurs to learn and engage on a
state-of-the-art online platform. We are delighted
to share that since its launch in November 2020, the
virtual incubator has:
• Processed 4326 applications
• Onboarded 202 SMEs for training, mentorship and
coaching
As Black Umbrellas continues to develop innovative
ways to develop its businesses, we are nothing
short of excited about the future of our incubation
programme.
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Joining hands in maintaining a safe
space for the development of township
entrepreneurs
During recent civil unrest in the country, the Black Umbrellas Soweto incubator was looted. Needless to say,
both Black Umbrellas and its clients were devastated by this, as the incubator had become a space where
township entrepreneurs could learn, work, grow, network and operate their respective businesses.

As an organisation that is positive and progressive in its approach to supporting businesses, we knew that even
though we had been hit by an obstacle in an already difficult time, we could undoubtedly move forward from it.
With the help of our valued clients and colleagues, we took up the task of cleaning the incubator as a first-step
to restoring it to its former glory.
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Toward The Future – A New Black Umbrellas
Fresh perspectives demand new imagery. With the development of a new model and brand vision, our

physical incubators have undergone a makeover! Take a look at the new spaces we’ve created to foster the
growth of South African entrepreneurs in Rivonia, Pretoria and Soweto.
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Extending Our Impact – Mandela Day
Initiative

A s part of the Black Umbrellas Mandela

Day initiative, SMEs have been invited
to apply for our Business Foundation
Programme. From the pool of applicants,
67 will be given the opportunity to join
the programme on a bursary, requiring no
external funding. This initiative seeks to
close the gap between brilliant businesses
and the resources they need to thrive in a
competitive business landscape.
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In Case You Missed It… International SMME
Day
This International SMME Day (27 June), Black Umbrellas and REGENT Business School hosted an engaging

webinar that explored the challenges, opportunities and lived experiences of South African SMEs. Speakers
on the panel included Mark Frankel (CEO of Black Umbrellas), Professor Ahmed Shaikh (Managing Director
at REGENT Business School), Bulelani Balabala (Founder of Township Entrepreneurs Alliance), and Kelebogile
Mooketsi (Author of Money-Bucket Holes Explained).
The General Assembly of the United Nations declared 27 June World SMME Day to raise public awareness of
these business’ contribution to sustainable development and the global economy. South African SMEs aren’t
just participants in the national economy, but extend their impact to the world as we know it. They are drivers of
innovation, job creation, sustainability and economic growth. Because of this, investing in their development is
critical to creating a better world.

Watch the Webinar
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Client Success – Tendai ICT

Andrew Maringa, Founder of
Tendai ICT

Without the growth of our clients, it would be difficult to measure our impact. We are proud to see

entrepreneurs on the Black Umbrellas programme expanding, innovating, creating jobs and addressing socioeconomic issues through their work.
Andrew Maringa, Founder of Tendai ICT, is one such entrepreneur. Tendai ICT provides world-class technology
consulting and services to small, mid-sized and large businesses, specializing in designing, implementing and
maintaining information technology systems.
Maringa recently launched the Andrew Maringa Foundation, non-governmental organisation that focuses on
providing technology infrastructure and access to connectivity to underprivileged schools. Having grown up
in Limpopo (Giyani), Maringa was never exposed to technology as a young student, and the first time he sat in
front of the computer was after his high school years. It is this experience that inspired the start of the Andrew
Maringa Foundation.
We wish Maringa and his team continued success in the meaningful pursuits that the foundation undertakes.
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Be A Partner In Building An Economically
Inclusive Future
B lack Umbrellas is an organisation that believes in the power of community and collaboration. For over a

decade, we’ve harnessed the collective impact of entrepreneurs, enterprises, investors and communities to
develop black-owned SMEs. The success of our enterprise development programmes is the result of meaningful
opportunities to partner with the public and private sector and civil society.
While uncertainty still prevails, there is an opportunity for everyone to contribute to the wellbeing of loved ones,
colleagues, and initiatives we hold dear to our hearts. With the Virtual Incubation (VI) Platform, anyone, with a
device and connectivity can join our incubation programme. There is high demand for our virtual incubation
programmes which enable successful applicants to start sustainable businesses that can generate income
and maintain or create jobs. By investing R150 each month, you will be contributing towards the growth and
sustainability of these future businesses. With Black Umbrellas’ track record, you can be assured that the
businesses incubated in our programme grow and become viable enterprises.
How do you join this movement? Visit blackumbrellas.co.za and click ‘Donate’ at the top of the page.
Remember to follow us on our social media platforms – we look forward to engaging with you!
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Contact Details:
Black Umbrellas
Address: CRF House, 1st floor, 18 Acacia Road, Chislehurston,
Sandton, 2146
Tel: 011 592 6401
Fax: 011 234 4020
Email: info@blackumbrellas.org
Web: www.blackumbrellas.co.za

0861 UMBRELLA

Winner:
2019 International Business Innovation Association
Dinah Adkins Incubator of the Year Award

www.blackumbrellas.co.za

